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What if the Nupes formed one same group in the National Assembly? This is the proposal of 
Jean-Luc Mélenchon, the day after the legislative elections and the 131 seats won by the union 
of the left. The proposal has already been refused by Valérie Rabault. The socialist MP defends, 
a "plural" left, represented in its "diversity". The socialist is not the only one to refuse a single 
group, since Europe Ecologie les Verts and the PCF also declined the proposal. 
 
As for the Rassemblement National, the party intends to become the first opposition force and 
thus win the head of the finance committee. Marine Le Pen announces in any case that she will 
not take over the head of the party. She prefers to leave the presidency of the parliamentary 
group to Jordan Bardella. The RN obtained, for the first time in its history, 89 seats in the 
Assembly. Marine Le Pen says herself that she is "surprised" by the number of RN MPs. She 
intends to weigh in on the debates and already announces that the pension reform wanted by 
Emmanuel Macron is "over". 
 
It is therefore a period of uncertainty that is beginning for Macron's second five-year term. 
After the relative majority obtained by Ensemble in the second round of legislative elections, 
Olivia Grégoire says that "Her fear is that the country is blocked". The government 
spokesperson announces that a new government will be appointed in the coming days. 
Moreover, unsurprisingly, Health Minister Brigitte Bourguignon announces that she is leaving 
the government following her defeat in the Pas de Calais. 
 
Also in the news, France has not yet emerged from the episode of heatwave. 11 departments in 
the center-east are still under orange alert: from Cantal to Jura, via Allier and Drôme. And in a 
large south-west quarter, 21 departments are under alert for thunderstorms: from Loiret to 
Pyrénées-Atlantiques, via Corrèze. 
 
To finis: Gabriella Papadakis and Guillaume Cizeron are going to take a one-year break. The 
French Olympic champions in ice dancing want to take time for themselves, after having 
reached new heights. They will not take participate in any competition during this coming year. 


